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 About the Society:  

A premier institution within the country- Hansraj College has over 5000 
students from all over India. Offering a wide variety of 34 courses, the college 
has students from all walks of life excelling and succeeding at whatever they 
lay their hands on. Our notable alumni base is spread across industries, 
businesses, government sector & NGOs. Drawing on our passion for our 
society culture, Mark-It Hansraj was born to identify, train and nurture the 
budding consultants in college. We strive to ensure that our consultants 
develop a strong skill set and are committed to provide value to our partner 
firms. 

Indian startup ecosystem is growing tremendously and as of 2021 there are 
over 34K active startups as well as over 6000 active investors. In 2021, 24 
startups touched a valuation of $1 billion. Mark-It Hansraj has identified an 
immense growth potential in the business-ecosphere in India, be it the 
start-ups, small businesses or corporations. We aim to cater to the needs of 
the entrepreneurs, be them young or experienced, with its affordable 
consultancy to increase an enterprise's presence, reputation and revenue 
or suggest ways to heighten the probability of its success. 

 
Convener name: Mr. Kashif Ansar 
 
Student members (position held if any): 18 Students 

Senior Consultants –  

 Anirudh Bhajika 
 Khyati Dahiya 
 Tanya Sharma 
 Vikas Kumar 

 Junior Consultants –  

 Aks Kuldeep Singh 
 Ananya Bansal  
 Anmol Agarwal  
 Bhavesh Mathuria 



 Chhavi Gulati  
 Dishita Puri 
 Harshita Madan  
 Kartik Singh  
 Kirti Gupta 
 Liza Aggarwal 
 Salonii Jindal 
 Sarthak Gupta 
 Tanisha Karanwal 
 Tannu Khandelwal 

 

Report of events organized/participated in the academic year 2020-21 

The following report summarizes the work undertaken by Mark-It Hansraj 
throughout the session 2020-21. The work of the organization is split under 
three categories: 

1. Project-Based:  
Mark-It Hansraj has been affiliated with a variety of start-ups and 
organizations throughout the previous year. The significant assignments 
achieved were mainly by promoting ideas (both online and offline), 
competitor analysis, market research, rebranding alongside broad business 
improvement. Some of the major project’s collaborations were with an 
Electronic Vehicle Start-up, Amusement Park, Chartered Accountants 
and Insurance Brokerage Firm, Health Based Web Application Start-
up, VR Real Estate Start-up etc. 

 
2. Speaker Sessions: 
Renowned speakers from various domains were invited to deliver sessions 
to enrich the knowledge and skills of our members as well as of everyone 
who attended them. 
Case Study Methodology, Introduction to Investment Banking, Riding 
Economic Waves, Company Valuation, Art of Thinking Clearly were 
some of the topics covered across the sessions with established speakers 
like Mr Partth Mahajan, Mr. Sumit Dora, Mr Ankit Todi, Mr Aayush Bajaj 
and Ms Priyanka Gulati. With more 100+ students participating in each 
these sessions, they were a massive success. 
 
 



3. In-House Sessions: 
Several insightful, skill development and enhancement in-house sessions 
were conducted throughout the year. Be it Guesstimate Solving, Group 
Discussions on the Budget, all sessions were filled with vigour and 
enthusiasm. A series of discussions on Technical Analysis helped 
broaden the horizon of the new members of the society. A thorough 
discussion about the 5G Technology and its prospects turned out to be an 
eye-opener for many of the members and a session of Personal Finance 
left everyone astute for their prospects. In conclusion, the sessions were 
packed with zeal and eagerness to learn and were successful in imparting 
skills and knowledge to all the members. 
 
 
 
 
Ensuring that being at home doesn't affect the motivation and productivity 
level of our consultants, we also conducted a masterclass on Strategy 
Consulting. We organized an engaging session talking about consulting 
frameworks, case interviews, and diverse careers available in strategy 
consulting. We also talked about the approach on how to develop 
structured thinking. At the end of the sessions, our consultants were not 
only able to learn the skills for the projects but also for their careers. 
 
 
Event Wise Break-Up  

1. Case Study Methodology and Introduction to Investment 

Banking  

(13th June,2020) 

We were honoured to have Mr Partth Mahajan for an informative 
webinar on "Case Study Methodology". Mr Partth works as an 
Investment Banking Analyst with JP Morgan and has also been 
associated with various top firms like Goldman Sachs and EY. With 
100+ students participating in the session, the session was a massive 
success. He enlightened our students on the skills and capabilities 
that recruiters look for while hiring. He also talked about the 
methodology of "How to Ace the Cases" in an interview. Being an 
Investment Banker himself, he also talked about the overview of 
Investment Banking.  



 
 

2. Riding Economic Waves and Overview of the Company 

Valuation  

(27th June, 2020) 

We were privileged to have Mr Sumit Dora for an enlightening 
session. Mr Sumit Dora is a Senior Partner at the Financial Pivot. He 
has also been associated with several top consulting firms like BCG 
and Bain in the past. He talked about ‘Riding Economic Waves’. He 
discussed how different economic waves affect businesses. Mr Dora 
emphasized the fact that it is important to find a niche in these times 
and to do our best according to the plan. We also had Mr. Aayush 
Bajaj with us who is an International Trainer in Financial Modelling 
and Valuations. He has also been associated with top firms like 
KPMG and EY. Through knowledge coupled with years of 
experience, he talked about ‘Company Valuations’ describing every 
aspect of the said topic from its importance to its usage. More than 
100 students benefited from the session and it was a great success. 

 
3. The Art of Thinking Clearly  



              (11th July, 2020) 

Mark-It Hansraj conducted an online speaker session revolving 
around the topic "The Art of Thinking Clearly". The speaker for the 
same was Ms Priyanka Gulati, Founder and Managing Director of 
Manthan Advisors. The speaker had well over 16 years of experience 
in the field of consulting and had worked with companies like Deloitte 
and Accenture. The session’s main objective was to change the way 
people approach a particular problem and how to solve any problem 
efficiently. Structured problem solving is an art that is used 
extensively in the field of consulting. It requires us to break the 
problem into parts and analyse the root of it. The webinar was very 
well received by all those who attended it. All in all, it was a very 
successful session and one that was very important for anybody 
aspiring to be a consultant in the future. 

 
 

4. In-House Knowledge and Development Sessions:  
(30th January to 14th April, 2021) 
 
Several insightful, skill development and enhancement in-house 
sessions were conducted   throughout the year. Be it Guesstimate 
Solving, Group Discussions on the Budget, all sessions were filled 
with vigour and enthusiasm. A series of discussions on Technical 
Analysis helped broaden the horizon of the new members of the 
society. A thorough discussion about the 5G Technology and its 
prospects turned out to be an eye-opener for many of the members 
and a session of Personal Finance left everyone astute for their 



prospects. In conclusion, the sessions were packed with zeal and 
eagerness to learn and were successful in imparting skills and 
knowledge to all the members. Ensuring that being at home doesn't 
affect the motivation and productivity level of our consultants, we also 
conducted a masterclass on Strategy Consulting. We organized an 
engaging session talking about consulting frameworks, case 
interviews, and diverse careers available in strategy consulting. We 
also talked about the approach on how to develop structured thinking. 
At the end of the sessions, our consultants were not only able to learn 
the skills for the projects but also for their careers. 
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